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ABSTRACT

Computer technology has been applied widely as an educational tool in second
language learning for a long time. There have been many studies discussing the application
of computer technology to different aspects in second language learning. However, the
learning effect of both de-contextualized multimedia software and sound gloss on second
language students had been rarely explored.
The purpose of this study was to examine the effect of computer-assisted language
learning (CALL) on de-contextualized multimedia software vocabulary learning and
retention for college level students in Taiwan.
One-hundred-fifty-five participants completed this experiment. The control group
class was taught in a regular classroom. The experimental groups were taught in a computer
laboratory. The goal of this instruction was to learn 300 English words. There were three
tests for all three groups: pre-test, post-test 1, and post-test 2. The researcher administered a
40-question multiple choice test based upon the 300 words.

The second post-test took

place one week following the first post-test. Upon analyzing the data, recommendations
were developed.
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The results of the study indicated that the multimedia software group had better
learning and retention results than traditional classroom teaching. The de-contextualized
multimedia vocabulary-learning software program had better learning and retention result
than traditional classroom teaching. Furthermore, these results affirmed that the sound gloss
can help for the Taiwanese college level students’ vocabulary learning and retention results.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The popularity of computers has affected every aspect of our life, and we rely on them
daily. Computer technology has been applied widely as an educational tool for a long time. In the
area of second language (L2) learning, the most recent effort to enhance the process of language
learning has involved computer technology. The practice of using technology to improve L2
education has a long history. Whether computers improve language learning or not cannot be
answered simply. As with other learning resources, further examination is needed to discuss how
computers are being applied in different situations (Kern, 2006). Some early research in the field
of technology and language education demonstrated that technology can indeed help enhance
language learning (Al-Seghayer, 2001; Brett, 1998; Chun & Plass, 1996; Davis & Lyman-Hager,
1997; Duquette, Renie, & Laurier, 1998; Groot, 2000; Siribodhi, 1995). Zhao (2003) concluded
that it is not the technology that is effective or ineffective but the particular ways in which the
technology is used.
General Overview
Every language has thousands of vocabulary words, and these words are very important
to all foreign language learners. Webster’s Third New International Dictionary contains around
114,000 word families, excluding proper names. Studies have suggested that educated native
speakers of English know around 17,000 word families (Goulden, Nation, & Read, 1990).
Computers can integrate many vocabulary teaching methods in software to provide a learning
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experience through repetition practice. They can be designed to meet learners’ specific learning
requirements. Due to the popularity of computers, learners are able to learn anywhere. They will
not be limited to learning in the classroom only.
Burling (1983) suggested that learners should receive basic information on the frequency
level of exposure to words so they can decide whether it is meaningful to spend time on a certain
word or not. A well-designed program should also allow learners to choose how many new
words they want to learn in one learning session. The vocabulary-learning software chosen for
this experiment, TOEFL Lexis I, meets all the above criteria. The vocabulary-learning software
can display English words, the Chinese translation, and the English words’ pronunciations and
can help to further examine the vocabulary learning results in different situations. Moreover,
repetition is not the only method of improving L2 learning. Al-Seghayer’s (2001) research
showed that a video clip in combination with a word definition is more effective for learning new
words, compared to a still picture with a word definition only.
Computers have influenced language literacy teaching from the traditional classroom to
new multimedia learning (Holum & Gahala, 2001). For example, some evidence shows that
foreign students could produce better Graduate Record Examination (GRE) test scores than
native speakers. Zimmaro (2004) analyzed the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL)
and GRE verbal scores for all graduate students applying to the University of Texas at Austin in
2003. His findings showed an average GRE verbal score of 652 for all Chinese applicants, the
highest average among all applicants and significantly higher than the total average of 578,
including American applicants. Many students from China have used computer-assisted
language learning (CALL) de-contextualized software to help them learn vocabulary words in a
short time for taking TOEFL and GRE examinations. This phenomenon is interesting, and
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further examination of the learning effect of de-contextualized multimedia software on L2
students is needed.
The current study examined the possibilities of using de-contextualized multimedia
software technology for vocabulary learning and discussed how technology can support L2
vocabulary learning for Taiwanese college level students.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of computer-assisted language
learning (CALL) on de-contextualized vocabulary learning and retention for college level
students in Taiwan. There was one independent variable with three different levels. The three
levels were differentiated by different teaching methods: traditional classroom teaching;
multimedia software program with English and Chinese word glosses on screen; and multimedia
software program with English and Chinese word glosses on screen and the English word
pronunciation sound gloss. The dependent variables for this research were two post-test scores.
Post-test 1 evaluated the learning result while post-test 2 was the retention test. The covariate
was the pre-test scores.
Research Questions and Hypotheses
This study tested the following two questions and hypotheses:
Research question 1: Which of the three methods results in the highest amount of English
vocabulary learning by Taiwanese college level students?
Hypothesis 1: There is no significant difference in mean post-test one test scores by
teaching method (traditional classroom; software with English word and Chinese definition; and
software with English word, Chinese definition, and word pronunciation.) when controlling for
the pre-test.
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Research question 2: Which of the three methods results in the best English vocabulary
retention by Taiwanese college level students?
Hypothesis 2: There is no significant difference in mean post-test two test scores by
teaching method when controlling for the pre-test.
Significance of the Study
Previous research has addressed the relationship of CALL to vocabulary learning.
However, most of these studies were focused on the relationship of multimedia contextualized
reading software to vocabulary learning (Al-Seghayer, 2001; Chun & Plass, 1996; Lyman-Hager
& David, 1996; Plass, Yoshii, & Flaitz, 2002; Tozcu & Coady, 2004; Tsai & Jenks, 2007; Yoshii,
2006). The research on contextualized learning program studies was limited to textual and
pictorial glosses displayed on the screen at the same time. However, research on the learning
effect of word pronunciation, like sound-gloss vocabulary, was rarely discussed. Very few
investigators have studied the influence of the simultaneous appearance of L2 translation, first
language (L1) word gloss, and L2 word pronunciation on vocabulary learning results (Siribodhi,
1995; Yeh & Wang, 2003). Therefore, the research focuses on the de-contextualized vocabulary
software learning effect of displaying English words, Chinese word translations, and
pronunciation of the words at the same time.
Definition of Terms
English as Second Language (ESL) students are defined as those students who learn
English as a second language.
Computer Assisted Language Learning (CALL) is defined as the applications of
computer-assisted language learning. Multimedia refers to the materials being presented using
words, picture, sound, and video (Mayer, 2001).
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L1 is defined as the first language.
L2 is defined as the second language.
De-contextualization means that “the word is removed from its message context to be
focused on as a language item” (Nation, 2001, p. 64).
Compact Disk (CD) is defined as a digital storage device.
The Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) is a test administered by
Educational Testing Service (ETS) for the purpose of measuring the ability of non-native
speakers of English to use and understand North American English as it is spoken, written, and
heard in college and university settings.
The Graduate Record Examination (GRE) is a test administered by Educational Testing
Service for the purpose of measuring English verbal reasoning, quantitative, and analytical
writing skills required for graduate school admission. The verbal part was the focus of this
dissertation.
A gloss is the short definition of a word that helps a learner to understand word meaning
(Nation, 1990).
Limitations of the Study
This study was limited by several conditions. First, the quasi-experimental research
selected student samples from one college in Taiwan. Students chosen in that college had similar
academic abilities, due to high competition in Taiwan’s universities’ ranking. The research will
not be able to represent all second language college students in Taiwan. The amount of time
students used CALL learning played a crucial role in the learning result. This suggested that the
learning results would be more significant if all the participants could be exposed to longer
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learning times. The retention test was taken one week after the learning process. The retention
results will likely vary for long-term vocabulary retention.
Additionally, if this research could be conducted for more than one year, the students’
first TOEFL scores could be used as pre-test scores and the second TOEFL scores as the posttest scores. Such an approach could potentially produce important data results. Moreover,
different software designs may produce differing test results. For instance, the vocabulary list
ranked from A to Z was not randomly ranked. In different software, the list might use alternative
ranking systems and consequently yield different results. It was not the purpose of this study to
provide information for software design to further enhance vocabulary acquisition.
Organization of the Study
There are five chapters in this study. Chapter I provides the introduction and described
the research questions. Chapter II presents the literature review to provide a full picture of
perspectives concerning the research issues. Chapter III describes the methodology applied in
conducting this research. Chapter IV presents an analysis of the research data. Chapter V
discusses the findings, conclusions, and suggestions for future studies.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Introduction
The main purpose of this research was to examine the learning effect of decontextualized software on college level English learners in Taiwan. This chapter discusses the
theories and past research related to the topics of the software learning effect on second language
learners in vocabulary learning. This chapter is divided into five sections: theoretical viewpoints,
vocabulary learning, effectiveness of technology, multimedia vocabulary learning programs and
conclusion.
Theoretical Viewpoints
Dual Coding Theory
Dual coding theory is a cognition theory that consists of both verbal and nonverbal, two
separate mental representation cognition symbolic systems (Paivio, 1971, 1991). Dual coding
theory postulates that two separate mental symbolic systems are processed differently as verbal
and nonverbal different systems. Sadoski and Paivio (2001) explained that “mental
representations refer to internal forms of information used in memory. Coding refers to the ways
the external world is captured in those internal forms. The activation of representations within
and between the systems is referred to as processing” (p. 43).
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Paivio (1986) explained the conceptual relation between two different systems and
sensorimotor systems with examples of types of modality-specific information represented in
each subsystem in Table 1.

Table 1: Diagram showing the definition of modality in dual coding theory.
Mental Codes
Sense Modality
Verbal
Nonverbal
Visual

Visual language (words)

Visual entity

Auditory

Auditory language (speech)

Surrounding sounds

Note. Adapted from Mental Representations: A dual coding approach by Paivio, 1986, Copyright 1986 by Oxford
University Press.

The verbal and nonverbal systems are interrelated but can also function independently.
Information does not flow between verbal and non-verbal systems but rather trigger the other,
which implies that both systems are interconnected (Paivio, 1986).
The visual channel takes input from the eyes and produces pictorial representations; the
verbal channel takes input from the ears and produces verbal representations (Paivio, 1986).
Both verbal and non-verbal systems are hierarchically organized. The verbal system has a
sequential organization and the nonverbal system has a non-sequential system. Both systems
make different constraints on processing. The bases of all cognition in this theory are structuring,
processing, mental representations, and encoding (Sadoski & Paivio, 2001).
According to Sadoski and Paivio (2001), if the brain tries to perform two different tasks
in one modality, it will cause interference in one or both of the tasks. On the contrary, if two
tasks were performed in different modalities there is no interference. For example, it is difficult
to listen to two talk shows at once but listening to music, an auditory task, when we are doing
8

exercise, a motor task, is easy. In other words, the visual and the verbal information will not
conflict with each other.
Working Memory
Miller (1958) was the first to claim that working memory capacity is limited. In human
short term memory, humans are able to hold only five-to nine-digit data. The general concept of
working memory refers to the temporary storage information being cognitively processed
(Baddely, 1986). It is a system that enables limited-capacity temporary information storage and
supports later transformation of its products. Working memory is used as a metaphor for the
human mind from the limited processing ability of a computer. Previously, the human working
memory was called short-term memory. Like computer memory, working memory has a limited
capacity. According to Baddely, if too large an amount of working memory is used, the working
memory hypothesis predicts that performance will be significantly deteriorated.
The Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning
The cognitive theory of multimedia learning (Mayer, 2001) is based on three assumptions.
(1) The dual channel assumption assumes there are two different information-processing
systems that include two separate channels (Paivio, 1986). Paivio proposed that the auditory and
verbal input could be called auditory/verbal channel and the pictorial and visual input could be
called the visual/pictorial channels.
(2) The limited capacity assumption, proposed by Chandler and Sweller (1991), describes
the processing capacity of the human mind as limited in both the verbal and visual channels.
Baddely (1986) also proposed working memory as a similar concept.
(3) According to the active processing assumption, to make meaningful learning the
learner needs active cognitive processing that combines relevant input information from the
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verbal and visual channels and his prior knowledge. The active processing assumption was based
on Wittrock’s (1989) research.
Mayer (2001) presents the “cognitive theory of multimedia learning” model in the
following graph (p. 44).
Figure 1: Model of cognitive theory of multimedia learning.

Note. From “Multimedia learning,” by Mayer, R. E., 2001, p. 44. Copyright 2001 by Cambridge University Press.
Adapted with permission of the author.

From the cognitive theory of multimedia learning model, two rows refer to dual channel
inputs. However, the dual-channel content definition is different in Mayer’s cognitive theory of
multimedia learning. These differences will be discussed later in the difference of dual-channel
definition between two models section. Mayer (2001) applied the sensory-modality approach to
explain that one channel processes visual/pictorial information and the other channel processes
auditory/verbal information.
From the perspective of cognitive theory of multimedia model, the learner will have the
following cognitive processes when undergoing learning: selecting images and sounds inputs,
organizing them to different visual and verbal mental models, and integrating them to learners’
related existing knowledge.
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Four Effects of Multimedia Learning
Mayer (2003) postulated four types of multimedia learning effects. The first effect is the
multimedia effect, which refers to learners learning better when provided with word and picture
input rather than word input only. The second effect is the coherence effect, which refers to
learners learning better if irrelevant information input is avoided. The third effect is called the
spatial contiguity effect, which refers to a learner learning better if a picture is placed near the
word rather than far from the word. The final effect, which is called personalization effect, refers
to a better learning result from conversational word input rather than formal format. According
to Mayer, the above four effects may be applicable either in book or computer multimedia
presentation formats.
The Cognitive Load Theory
Human beings do not have unlimited working memory. The main point of cognitive load
theory is based on a learners’ limited working memories. Sweller (1988) postulated that human
beings’ learning will be most effective when the work load of memory is minimized because
humans’ cognitive processing systems have limited capacity. Minimizing memory work load
will increase effective long term memory. Problem solving and reasoning also increases working
memory.
Long term memory provides opportunities for expanding processing ability. The
cognitive load theory has affected the application to instructional design (Sweller, 1999). The
cognitive load theory explains three types of cognitive load. The first type is called the intrinsic
cognitive load, which refers to unavoidable inherent teaching difficulties. Normally, this kind of
difficulty cannot be changed by teachers (Chandler & Sweller, 1991). The second type is called
the extraneous cognitive load, which refers to the unnecessary load that interferes with cognitive
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loading. An extraneous cognitive load could be controlled by teachers carefully designing their
teaching materials. The third type is called the germane cognitive load (Sweller, van Merrienboer,
& Pass, 1998), which refers to the load the teaching technique for learner made from the teachers
to learners. In this case, the learners’ germane cognitive load is influenced by teachers.
To make learning happen, the above three loads cannot exceed the working memory’s
available resources. Teachers using effective teaching designs can reduce extraneous cognitive
load and increase the germane cognitive load. Furthermore, the cognitive load theory has been
applied to several learning effects. The redundancy effect, the modality effect, and the splitattention effect are discussed in the following section.
The Redundancy Effect
The redundancy effect is defined as “eliminating redundant material resulting in better
performance than when the redundant material is included” in multimedia learning (Kalyuga,
Chandler, & Sweller, 1998, p. 2). Accordingly, less redundant material will make more effective
learning. Mayer (2001) found that the retention and transfer results are better when words are
presented as sound instead of as sound and word.
The Modality Effect
When designing a multimedia lesson, the teacher considers what will be the most
effective way to present to learners. The modality effect refers to the learning result which will
be more effective when both visual and auditory working memory can be applied at the same
time (Mousavi, Low, & Sweller, 1995). In the dual code theory (Paivio, 1971), there are two
separate channels. The degree that the working memory can process each time depends on the
modality of presentation.
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According to the cognitive theory of multimedia learning (Mayer, 2001), when the visual
channel is overloaded, cognitive learning cannot be maximized. The best way to achieve good
learning is to present verbal information input through the verbal channel so that it will not
conflict with pictorial information input through the visual channel.
The Split-attention Effect
Based on the assumption that the learner has limited working memory capacity, the splitattention effect suggests that teaching material can frequently make students split their attention
when undergoing multiple source of information integration processes (Chandler & Sweller,
1991, 1992).
Individual Differences
The issue of individual differences is discussed here. An auditory-preferred student will
perform worse when the teaching material is presented as word only. Multimedia learning can
provide learners the ability to choose their most suitable learning preferences.
Mayer (2001) also identified the important role of prior knowledge, pointing out that the
learners with high knowledge are able to apply their prior knowledge to help them understand a
poorly designed presentation.
The Difference of the Dual-channel Definition between Two Models
As previously mentioned, Mayer’s (2001) perspective of cognitive theory of multimedia
model used sensory-modality to define the dual-code channels as one channel to process
visual/pictorial information and the other channel to process auditory/verbal information.
However, Paivio (1971) postulated in the dual coding theory that two separate mental symbolic
systems are processed differently as verbal and nonverbal different systems.
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Table 2: Comparison table of dual channels

dual coding theory

word

sounds

picture

verbal channel

verbal channel

non-verbal channel

visual channel

auditory channel

visual channel

cognitive theory of
multimedia model

In the above table, comparison of dual coding theories shows that pictorial input belongs
to the non-verbal channel and the visual channel. Word input belongs to the verbal and the visual
channel. However, the major definition difference between the two theories is related to the
sound input. According to dual-code theory, sound input belonging to the verbal channel but the
cognitive theory of multimedia model defines sound as auditory channel.
Channel definition difference matters. A learning program designed to show word and
sound glosses of the word simultaneously demonstrates the contradiction between the
terminologies used in the two theories. According to the cognitive theory of multimedia model,
the word and sounds belong to separate input channels: visual and auditory channels (Mayer,
2001). The relative input from separate channels improves the learners’ learning results.
However, according to dual coding theory, simultaneous input of the word and sound
belongs to the verbal channel (Paivio, 1971). According to cognitive load theory, human beings’
learning will be most effective when the load of working memory is minimized because human
beings can only process a limited amount of information in one channel at a time. Moreover,
according to the cognitive theory of multimedia learning, when the input channel is overloaded,
cognitive learning cannot be maximized. The conflicting information to the same channel will
increase the load of working memory and decrease the learning effect. This research will find out
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which theory may be most effectively applied in second language vocabulary learning by
comparing word and sound gloss input to word gloss input only.
Vocabulary Learning
Vocabulary is learned slowly and gradually. Nagy (1997) suggested that there is only a
five percent possibility of remembering a word after a single exposure. Additionally, the learner
needs to encounter and remember a word several times before it is retained permanently.
Previous research results differ concerning the number of exposures required. Some suggest
twelve times (Saragi, Nation, & Meister, 1978) but some suggest eight times before the word can
be remembered (Horst, Cobb, & Meara, 1998).
Research estimates that there were about 17,000 word families in the vocabulary of a
well-educated adult English speaker (Goulden, Nation, & Read, 1990). For beginning readers,
three to five thousand words are necessary. However, for a goal similar to a native speaker,
fifteen to twenty thousand words are needed (Nation & Waring, 1997). Sternberg (1987)
described three basic facts concerning vocabulary learning: (1) adults have more than ten
thousand words in their vocabulary; (2) reading comprehension is highly related to vocabulary;
(3) vocabulary size is the best predictor of the overall level of intelligence. Sternberg postulated
that most vocabulary was learned from context. Hunt and Beglar (2005) indicated three major
goals for vocabulary learning: increasing vocabulary volume in the mind, understanding the
knowledge of known vocabulary and knowing the correct function of known vocabulary.
Vocabulary development is a dynamic process necessary for a second language learner’s
entire life. Reading and language improvement are long and ongoing developmental processes.
According to Carroll (1977), reading comprehension is the main component of language
knowledge. Carroll further asserted that the acquisition of vocabulary, language, and literacy
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cannot be viewed as divided events; together they form the basic process of language
development and provide an underpinning of vocabulary development as well as stimulate
cognitive growth.
Nation (2001) asserted that there should be three elements in a vocabulary course: (1) the
course should involve comprehensible meaning-focused input. Learners are able to learn new
items from reading and listening activities, and from direct teaching and learning of vocabulary;
(2) speaking and writing are useful to vocabulary development because they make learners focus
on words while they are listening and reading; (3) a balanced course for fluency development is
required.
Nagy (2004) suggested that vocabulary teaching should begin as early as possible. The
vocabulary teaching included increasing the amount of oral and reading input. Nagy argued that
effective vocabulary instruction should include the following elements to help students:
recognizing morphological and semantic relationships among words, building word
consciousness, increasing sensitivity to multiple-meanings words, and contextual variations in
meanings.
Vocabulary building is very important to second language learning. Ellis (1995a)
emphasized that learning vocabulary required more than one encounter with a word. Tinkham
(1993) examined the minimum number of encounters of target words to find that in order to
acquire the words, most vocabulary learners required more than five times.
Stahl (1986) argued for three different stages for second language learners to fully
acquire vocabulary: (1) Association: learners recognize the word and its meanings; (2)
Understanding: learners express appropriate definition of a word; (3) Application: learners apply
this word in daily life. But Stahl (2005) further discussed four major problems with teaching
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children word meanings: (1) children have to be equipped with some basic words to understand
classroom teaching; (2) children enter school with wide variations of word knowledge acquired
prior to entering; and (3) traditional language class instruction does not teach children the wordlearning strategies needed.
In attempting to address these problems, it is important to determine how many words are
necessary for basic usage and what the efficient way is to learn many new words in a short time,
related to the teaching and learning methods of learners.
Explicit Learning and Incidental Learning Approaches
Schmitt (2000) depicted two different vocabulary learning approaches: explicit and
implicit learning approaches. In the explicit learning approach, the learner pays attention to learn
the input information. All activity is mainly to enhance the learner’s vocabulary knowledge.
Nation (2001) suggested two different learning strategies for high frequency and low frequency
vocabulary. There are about two thousand words for high frequency vocabulary. The learner
should learn them as soon as possible because high frequency vocabulary covers about eighty
percent of any text. Hunt and Beglar (2005) suggested three major strategies for explicit lexical
instruction strategies: de-contextualizing the lexis, checking the dictionary, and trying to guess
word meaning from context. Hunt and Beglar also concluded that there are three major reasons
for studying a de-contextualized lexis: to learn new words, to associate words met before, and to
expand vocabulary knowledge. Hunt and Beglar suggested that eventually the explicit lexical
instruction method is “most effective for enlarging the learners’ knowledge of high frequency,
general academic vocabulary and essential technical vocabulary” (p. 28). Coyne, Simmons,
Kame’enui, and Stoolmiller (2004) found that explicit vocabulary learning in storybook teaching
encourages better learning vocabulary gains for kindergartners. However, Krashen (1989) did
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not think that explicit vocabulary learning is necessary. Krashen supported the incidental
learning method to acquire vocabulary through comprehensible input.
Incidental learning belongs to implicit learning. In this approach, the learner does not
learn on purpose but only pays attention to using the language in daily communication.
Krashen’s input hypothesis (1989) proposed that learners can acquire vocabulary in the process
of comprehensible input reading. During reading, the learner guesses the new word’s meaning
form linguistic cues in context. Sun and Dong (2004) suggested that incidental learning through
reading has better vocabulary learning result than word lists. It is very difficult for a learner to
learn all vocabulary usage from synonyms or first language translations (Miller, 1999; Oxford &
Crookall, 1990). Hunt and Beglar (2005) suggested two reasons for implicit lexical learning
strategy by meaning-focus reading: to increase vocabulary size by extensive reading and to
develop fluency.
For the second language learner, both explicit and incidental learning approaches are
needed. From the learning point of view, explicit learning can be applied both intentionally and
incidentally. However, implicit learning only happens incidentally (Laufer & Hulstijn, 2001).
The ideal way to learn is to put the second language learner in the target language speaking
country. In this way, the target language exposure rate will be maximized to increase the learning
effect. However, most second language learners do not have the opportunity to do this, but
computer learning can provide them more opportunities to increase the language exposure.
De-contextualization Learning
Harley, Howard, and Roberge (1996) suggested three contributors to ineffective
contextual vocabulary learning: (1) there is not enough encounter with a new vocabulary; (2)
misleading or overload of the linguistic input makes it difficult for the user to understand; or (3)
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poor contextual clues fail to draw learners’ attention. According to Bensoussan and Laufer
(1984), it is common for second language beginners to fail in making good guesses at word
meanings from contextual cues. To start reading articles, the native adult speaker is required to
have a three-to-five-thousand-word-families’ thread of vocabulary size (Laufer, 1997; Nation &
Waring, 1997). Coady (1993) suggested that only 5 to 15 of percent learning vocabulary is
possible in reading. Schmitt (2000) explained that it would be very difficult to find out the
meaning of new vocabulary unless the learner already knows most of the vocabulary. Morrison
(1996) also suggested that limited vocabulary second language learners make a higher number of
mistakes in word meaning when guessing from context. “Contextualized tasks may focus
learners on different aspects of vocabulary knowledge such as grammatical functions,
paradigmatic association and syntagmatic association that would appear to be ignored in decontextualized tasks” (Webb, 2007, p. 65). However, Laufer and Shmueli (1997) found that the
learning effect of contextualized vocabulary was less than expected.
It is common for teachers to write or explain a word by its meaning or first language
definition to learners in class. The word stands alone from its original context, and the teacher
provides the definition for the word. This is an example of de-contextualization method for
vocabulary learning. According to Nation (2001), “de-contextualization means that the word is
removed from its message context to be focused on as a language item” (p. 64). By this method,
the learner will focus on the words only but not the other context message. The vocabulary
learning result will be improved when the teacher uses the de-contextualization method to define
a word in the story (Brett, Rothlein, & Hurley, 1996). Ellis (1995a) postulated that the best way
to teach vocabulary was by providing its definition. Furthermore, research like Nation’s (1982)
suggested that a more efficient way to teach a new word was by providing its first language word
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definition. Some researchers also suggested that learners’ learning results still persisted after
several years (Bahrick & Phelps, 1987; Beaton, Gruneberg, & Ellis, 1995).
However, there are critics of de-contextualized learning. Oxford and Crookall (1990) did
not support this learning method because the word was not being used for a communicative
purpose due to its lack of context, and de-contextualized learning will not help learners
understand how to use the word correctly. Oxford and Crookall suggested that learners had better
focus on reading, rather than on the incidental learning method. For example, Jiang (2002)
pointed out a polysemy issue of L1 and L2: In Chinese the word “Wenti” has two different
English meanings: “problem” and “question.” It is not easy for a learner to get a clear picture of
how to apply the new word correctly with the de-contextualized vocabulary learning method.
Eventually, a learner will acquire enough needed vocabulary. This might be true for the
first language learner but will not be good for second language beginners because they are not
yet equipped with high frequency vocabulary, and their limited vocabulary will discourage them
from reading and make their vocabulary learning improve slowly (Coady, 1997). However, there
are some problems with successfully inferring vocabulary from context. Some researchers have
agreed that in order to improve better word meaning, guessing learners should already know 98
percent or more of the surrounding words and that the learners know more than five thousand
word families in the target language (Hirsh & Nation, 1992; Laufer, 1997). It would be
challenging for a second language beginner to acquire vocabulary through the incidental learning
method.
Nation (2001) presented two advantages of de-contextualized vocabulary learning. From
the perspective of cost-benefit, Nation (1995) suggested that the most frequent two thousand
words must be learned by English learners. These two thousand high-frequency words are much
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more useful to learn. Nation also suggested that de-contextualized vocabulary learning can draw
learners’ attention to some words, and they will notice these words more when they read them in
the future and that will help them to learn.
The Expanding Rehearsal Principle
Forgetting things is common behavior. The challenge to all teachers is how to help students to
learn better. Ellis (1996) asserted that short term memory is highly correlated to the learning
result of the learners’ vocabulary.
Schmitt (2000) observed that learners’ greatest forgetting starts just after the end of
learning, when they start to learn something new. Nonetheless, after the greatest forgetting, the
rate of forgetting decreases. The expanding rehearsal principle has been generated to improve the
learning result: the learner should review what he or she just learned right after he has learned it
and then expand the reviewing in a later interval (Baddely, 1990). By this method, the learning
result will be maximized.
Effectiveness of Technology
Computers have become widely used at schools and in family houses, and their
application has a great influence on our lives (Long, 1984). CALL is playing an increasingly
important role in all fields of education and has a significant role in helping second language
learners with linguistics and communication competence. CALL has contributed some good
outcomes to second language learning.
Klassen and Milton (1999) conducted research in Hong Kong to determine whether
multimedia could help students’ second language learning results. The researchers developed an
interactive multimedia CD-ROM using content from a business magazine. Results indicated that
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the multimedia interactive program had an affirmative learning effect on enhancing students’
listening comprehension.
In a more recent literature review and meta-analysis, Zhao (2003) identified three
problems with assessing the effectiveness of technology. First, Zhao attempted to define
technology to examine how to set limits on a technological application. Second, since technology
can be used in different ways, it is difficult to draw conclusions on its effectiveness. Zhao’s third
issue examined the effects of other factors involved, such as the learners, the setting, and the
tasks. Zhao performed a meta-analysis of nine papers published between 1997 and 2001 to find a
significant effect of technological applications on student learning. However, Zhao’s analysis
was limited to only the nine papers that provided sufficient data for a meta-analysis. In fact, there
were over three hundred related language studies published during the period.
Zhao (2003) concluded that the question is not whether technology itself is effective or
not but depends on the particular ways in which the technology is used. However, how to best
use CALL to accomplish specific learning goals is still questionable. For this reason, it is
important to ask what it means to use computers for learning and to focus on second language
applications.
Importantly, CALL has been shown to increase learners’ motivation (Blake, 1987).
Multimedia application makes CALL an attractive teaching tool as well. Modern computer
software includes audio, video, and animation, which are more attractive than traditional text
books. Klassen and Milton (1999) designed a questionnaire to test participants’ attitudes toward
multimedia learning. The result concluded that positive motivation improved learning
performance.
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CALL has been widely applied in second language education. Chapelle (1998) reviewed
some existing research hypotheses related to the construction of multimedia CALL software for
ESL learners. According to Chapelle, software must provide each of the following: (1) a design
to make the best use of second language interaction opportunities; (2) a component to assist
learners in comprehensible linguistic input; (3) an inclusion of significance for the target
language linguistic characteristics; and (4) assistance for perceiving errors when performing
target language output. All four components have to correct learners’ target language outputs.
The above hypotheses will be important in development of the proposed second language CALL
application.
Multimedia Vocabulary Learning Program
There are three kinds of multimedia vocabulary learning programs: contextualized, decontextualized, and mixture methods. Contextualized learning programs present the vocabulary
either in written sentences or reading passages. De-contextualized learning programs only
present learners with vocabulary and different kinds of glosses: L1 or L2 word definition, picture,
animation picture or video, and sound.
Ellis (1995b) suggested that explicit learning was suitable when applied in linking the
word to its definition. Multimedia vocabulary learning programs can be designed to
accommodate different type of glosses with word, sound or picture. Multimedia can be used as a
computerized version of the word card presentation method. Nation (2001) addressed three
values of learning from word cards that can be applied in explaining the multimedia vocabulary
learning program: (1) it is timely and effort efficient; (2) it makes the learner focus on word and
definition only, rather than being distracted by context; and (3) the learner can control personal
learning repetition speed of the vocabulary input. Furthermore, multimedia software can provide
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the correct pronunciation of the word. Ellis (1995a) suggested that saying the words aloud may
help the word to be stored into long-term memory.
Contextualized Vocabulary Learning Program
Gloss is the short definition of a word (Nation, 1990) that helps a learner to understand
word meanings. Most of the research on CALL and vocabulary learning tend to focus on
multimedia gloss and its application in reading because reading comprehension ability is highly
related to vocabulary. Some gloss research has shown that presenting the learner with a
multimedia word and picture gloss can better enhance the vocabulary learning result than
showing the word gloss only (Al-Seghayer, 2001; Chun & Plass, 1996; Lyman-Hager & Davis,
1996; Plass, Chun, Mayer, & Leutner, 1998; Yoshii & Flaitz, 2002).
Nevertheless, research has found that glosses can help with learning. Bowles (2004)
conducted a study to determine whether there is any relationship between different displays of
glosses to the learning results of vocabulary learning and reading comprehension. She applied
two kinds of glosses: computerized and traditional. Fifty native English-speaking participants
were enrolled in a first year Spanish course in their first year of college. The participants were
divided into three groups: control, traditional gloss, and computer gloss. The participants studied
a 568-word newspaper article. Their learning target was to check the learning effect of 21 glosses
among the 568 words. The computer gloss group read an article on the internet. Bowles found
that both the computerized and traditional gloss group had better learning results than the control
group in vocabulary learning, and reading comprehension. This research supported the advantage
of using both computerized and traditional glosses.
To determine the difference between the multimedia gloss effect of L2 learners in
vocabulary learning compared to the traditional classroom, Lyman-Hager and Davis (1996)
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studied 262 intermediate level French language students. The participants were divided into two
groups. One group studied multimedia reading with multimedia glosses, and the other group
studied the printed book with the same glosses. Lyman-Hager and David (1996) found that the
multimedia glosses group gained vocabulary better than the traditionally printed book group.
This research validated the assumption that multimedia gloss performs better than traditional
classroom vocabulary teaching in second language learning.
Likewise, Tozcu, and Coady (2004) compared the vocabulary learning results of
computer software to traditional classroom teaching. Participants in their study were 56
university intermediate level ESL learners who were divided into two groups. The treatment
group was taught by New Lexis, the software designed with 6,400 English high frequency words.
It displayed the words in a list and learners could read the English definition and an example
sentence to learn to use the words in sentences. However, the software did not provide the word
pronunciation gloss or sound gloss. The control group was taught by traditional vocabulary
training in the classroom with printed word versions. The content of the printed word version
was the same as the software. The training took three hours per week for eight weeks, in which
the learner had to learn 2,000 words. The final results showed that the treatment group with
software teaching did better than the control group in three different aspects: vocabulary learning
results, reading comprehension ability, and reaction time to words learned.
To determine different kinds of multimedia gloss effects for L2 learners in vocabulary
acquisition, Chun and Plass (1996) conducted research on 160 university level students learning
German as a second language. Chun and Plass developed software called Cyberbuch with
different kinds of multimedia glosses to examine whether it would help students to learn
vocabulary through 762 words in contextualized patterns with three kinds of glosses: picture and
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word, video and word, printed word only. The final results showed that the glosses with picture
and word performed much better than the other two glosses. Moreover, Chun and Plass also
found that the visual gloss input did help learners in reading comprehension. This reaffirmed the
relationship between visual gloss and reading comprehension.
Based on the above study, Plass, Chun, Mayer, and Leutner (1998) conducted another
study to examine the vocabulary learning effect of multi-mode glosses to one gloss. They applied
Cyberbach, a multimedia 762 word German story designed for German-as-a-second-language
learners in a university, to 103 participants. Among the 762 words, there were 82 key words
from which students could choose three gloss choices: L1 definition, picture, and video glosses.
Plass, Chun, Mayer, and Leutner found that the vocabulary learning results of selection of both
visual and verbal glosses were performed better than one gloss and no gloss.
Yoshii and Flaitz (2002) studied the learning effect of different types of multimedia
glosses: L2 word, picture, and L2 word plus picture. One hundred and fifty one adult ESL
students with intermediate English ability had to learn twenty words in a 392 word article from
the Internet. Yoshii and Flaitz’s findings reaffirmed past findings that the L2 word plus picture
had the best vocabulary learning result when compared to L2 word and picture.
Yoshii (2006) conducted further research by adding the L1 and L2 glosses to the
multimedia incidental vocabulary learning experiment. There were four gloss types: L1 word, L2
translation, L1 plus picture, and L2 plus picture. 195 students from two Japanese universities
were asked to read a 390-word multimedia text and learn fourteen words. Yoshii showed no
differences between L1 and L2 word glosses. However, the results showed that the combination
of picture plus word group performed better than the word-only group. This finding reaffirmed
the dual coding theory.
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To examine the learning effect of the contextualized vocabulary learning program on
second language learners, Tsai and Jenks (2007) conducted research in Taiwan with 87 college
junior students. The researchers applied software called “Teacher Guided Multimedia CD-ROM
program” to teach students vocabulary. The participants were divided into two classes: the
control, and the treatment group. The control group was taught in a traditional classroom, but the
treatment group was taught 50% of the time in a traditional classroom and 50% of the time with
software. Both groups were given the same content of instruction. However, the treatment group
used multimedia software that provided still pictures and words without video. Vocabulary was
displayed in example sentences, both separate and in conversation. Learners needed to learn a
total of 45 target words. The final results proved that the treatment group scored better than the
control group. This research showed that the multimedia software did help vocabulary learning
results but did not clearly define the learning differences in different groups by displayed glosses.
However, not all research obtained the same findings. To examine the most effective
combination of multimedia glosses, Al-Seghayer (2001) conducted research to check the
relationship among three different kinds of glosses: word gloss, word and pictorial gloss to word
and video glosses. Thirty ESL students needed to read an article consisting of 1,300 words with
twenty one target words. The researcher found that the word-video outperformed the vocabulary
learning result of word gloss and word and pictorial gloss. Al-Seghayer’s findings differed from
other researchers. However, it can be concluded that all four studies found that word and picture
glosses performed better than word-only and picture-only glosses.
From the above described research, we can understand that multimedia glosses helped
vocabulary learning in reading. There is a question about whether multi-glosses can help learners
read the printed article. Kost, Foss, and Lenzini (1999) conducted a study of the vocabulary
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learning effects of different glosses in printed articles. In other words, this experiment was not
conducted with computer applications. Kost, Foss, and Lenzini used three different combinations:
L1 word gloss, picture gloss, and L1 word plus picture glosses. Fifty six American university
level students studying German as their second language had to learn twenty vocabulary glosses
in a 272-word article. The final results demonstrated that the word and picture gloss combination
performed better than L1 word gloss and picture gloss. These findings are consistent with the
multimedia glosses research previously discussed.
Groot (2000) conducted research to test the long-term retention effect between two
different vocabulary learning methods: paired associate learning and providing learning words
with word and sentences. He developed a program called CAVOCA (computer assisted
vocabulary acquisition) and found that long-term vocabulary learning results were better when
providing learners new words with word and sentences. In Groot’s conclusion, he suggested that
learners should combine the above two learning methods to maximize the best learning results.
De-contextualized Vocabulary Learning Program
Research concerning the learning effect of the de-contextualized vocabulary learning
program are discussed in this section.
Siribodhi (1995) conducted research concerning vocabulary learning results using three
different de-contextualized gloss inputs: L2 plus L1 plus sound, L2 plus sound plus picture, and
L2 plus L1 plus sound plus picture. One-hundred-and-two third- grade students in Thailand
participated in the research. Siribodhi applied a program called HyperCard to provide instruction
for ten vocabulary words. Three tests were given: a pretest took place before teaching, one test
right after teaching, and one test after 72 hours of teaching. The teaching time for all three
methods was fifteen minutes. The final results showed that there were no significant differences
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among the three different teaching methods. However, the limited fifteen-minute teaching time
might be too short to show all the learning effects.
Yeh and Wang (2003) conducted a different study. First, they considered sound as a kind
of multimedia gloss. Second, they applied L1 and L2 in their research. Third, they did not test
the vocabulary learning effect through articles but through a de-contextualized vocabulary
learning display method in their first two combinations of multimedia glosses. Yeh and Wang
compared three types of multimedia glosses: L1 and L2 word gloss, L1 and L2 word plus picture
glosses, and L1 and L2 word plus picture and sound glosses. It is important to point out that the
sound pronounced the word and made a sample sentence. The sentence sample belonged to the
contextualized learning category. Therefore, this research is a mixture of contextualized and decontextualized vocabulary learning methods. The eighty-two participants in this research were
university level students in Taiwan. Surprisingly, the group of L1 and L2 word plus picture
glosses outperformed the other two types of glosses.
Conclusion
To most second language learners, vocabulary learning is a life-long, tedious, and slow
process. Vocabulary knowledge is the key to speaking and reading ability (Gupta &
MacWhinney, 1997). Vermeer (2001) reaffirmed that vocabulary ability can predict successful
study in school. One of the key elements of learning vocabulary is repeat exposure. For example,
Nation (1990) concluded that an exposure time of sixteen times is necessary. CALL can help in
learning the second language, according to Salaberry (1999). Computer software can provide
many benefits to the vocabulary learner: repeat exposure, L1 and L2 word, sound, pictorial, and
video glosses. Learners can have a more, personalized flexible schedule to use CALL. Blake
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(1987) pointed out that CALL can also enhance learners’ motivation to improve the learning
result.
Groot (2000) argued that there are some limitations with traditional contextual
vocabulary learning methods, such as taking too long to acquire to a certain quantity of
vocabulary. For this reason, the demand for learning many vocabulary words in a short period of
time is an expectation for some learners because they also need to cope with academics, tests, or
daily usage requirements. Groot suggested that presentation in bilingual word lists seemed to be
a good option because it took less time to learn a word from context. Groot suggested that
bilingual word lists might be good for short term learning. From the above research, it is
apparent that the use of glosses did help in vocabulary learning. Therefore, the specific
application of CALL needs to be further studied.
From the previous review of literature, it is apparent that most vocabulary learning
research has focused on the contextualized vocabulary learning method. De-contextualized
vocabulary input was rarely discussed. Moreover, most of the research focused on the
multimedia presentation method of L1 or L2 words, pictures, or video glosses. Ikeda (1999)
conducted research on CALL in language education to find that sound gloss did help Japanese
second language learners. However, the research of word pronunciation, like sound gloss
vocabulary, was rarely discussed. Obviously, the limitation of pictorial or video input has major
weaknesses. It is not easy to express an abstract concept in pictorial format. For example, many
express the concept of the word “love” with a red heart picture. However, this very easily causes
learners to confuse “love” with the meaning of “heart.” From the above research, it is obvious
that words learned in the pictorial gloss method were limited to a small number of vocabulary. In
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other words, the pictured gloss method cannot be applied to cases demanding large-scale real-life
vocabulary.
A contradiction has been shown between the dual coding theory and the cognitive theory
of the multimedia model. If word and audio glosses input were applied simultaneously, the
cognitive theory of multimedia model would explain the input signal as two separate channel
inputs and should have improved the learning result. However, the dual coding theory explains
that the word and audio glosses input would be interpreted to share the same verbal channel,
causing a decrease of the learning effect. The current study examines which theory can explain
the second language vocabulary learning program by comparing word and sound gloss inputs to
word gloss input only.
It is important to point out the different views of the redundancy effect and the
multimedia principle previously discussed. In the view of the redundancy effect, one modality is
better than two or more. However, the multimedia principle has a different point of view which
finds that one modality is not as good as two or more. In order to determine which method
proves best, further research is necessary.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Chapter III discusses research design, research questions and hypotheses, participants,
treatment instruments, data collection procedures, and analysis methods. This is a quasiexperimental study that investigates the effect of a software learning program on English
vocabulary learning for three groups of Taiwanese college level students: the control group, the
first experiment group, and the second experiment group. The three groups were randomly
picked from freshmen level students. There was one independent variable with three different
levels. The three levels were differentiated by different teaching methods: traditional classroom
teaching (method 1); multimedia software program with English and Chinese word glosses on
screen (method 2); and multimedia software program with English and Chinese word glosses on
screen and the English word pronunciation sound gloss (method 3). The dependent variables for
this research were two post-test scores. Post-test 1 evaluated the learning result while post-test 2
was the retention test. The covariate was the pre-test scores.
The traditional method for teaching students vocabulary in the classroom was applied to
the control groups. The first experiment group was presented with the software learning program
with English words and Chinese translations on the screen. The second experiment group applied
the software learning program with English words and Chinese translations on the screen, and
the computer pronounced the word. Three tests were given to all three groups: pre-test, post-test
1, and post-test 2 (the retention test).
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Participants in the Study
The students in this study consisted of 155 college freshmen students enrolled in one
university in central Taiwan. This school has a total of 5,000 students in nine departments, with
about 1,250 freshmen students. About fifty students were randomly assigned to each class. Three
English classes were randomly chosen for this research. All three classes were taught by the
same teacher. One class was assigned as the control group, another class was assigned as the first
experiment group, and the third class was assigned as the second experiment group. The
participants were required to take the English course during their first year of university. Every
English class contained students with different majors. All the participants were 18 years old or
older. They had already studied English for six years in their junior high and senior high schools.
Mandarin is each student’s first language. They were from different cities of Taiwan. Male and
female students were randomly distributed in the classes. No student had any foreign country
study experience.
Research Hypotheses
Hypothesis 1: There is no significant difference in mean post-test one test scores by
teaching method (traditional classroom; software with English word and Chinese definition; and
software with English word, Chinese definition, and word pronunciation.) when controlling for
the pre-test.
Hypothesis 2: There is no significant difference in mean post-test two test scores by
teaching method when controlling for the pre-test.
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Design of the Research
Research Variables
There was one independent variable with three different levels. The three levels were
differentiated by different teaching methods: traditional classroom teaching (method 1);
multimedia software program with English and Chinese word glosses on screen (method 2); and
multimedia software program with English and Chinese word glosses on screen and the English
word pronunciation sound gloss (method 3). The dependent variables for this research were the
two post-test scores; post-test 1 evaluated the learning result while post-test 2 is the retention test.
The covariate was the pre-test scores.
Materials and Instruction: Setting
The control group class was taught in a regular classroom. The experimental groups were
taught in a computer laboratory. Students used IBM-compatible computers for the first and
second experimental groups. All control-group students were given handouts of the word lists
(Appendix 1). All the vocabulary words were the same in the software version. There was
phonogram information for every word on the handouts, so students could learn how to
pronounce the words correctly. Furthermore, example sentences were shown on the blackboard
by the teacher. Normally, this handout material would not be used in this course and was
specially required for this experiment only.
All three groups of students received this type of instruction for four hours per week for
one month. Each day’s English courses consisted of two hours, and students had two days of
English courses per week. Training hours totaled 16 hours. Due to the limited learning time, the
goal of this instruction was to learn 300 English words, even though the software contains 2,356
words in its database.
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There were three tests for all three groups: pre-test, post-test 1, and post-test 2
(Appendices 2, 3, 4). The researcher administered a 40-question multiple choice test based upon
the 300 words. All three groups were administered the same questions on the test to verify
vocabulary acquisition results. The second post-test took place one week following the first posttest. To reinforce student participation, all participants received 5% bonus points for that class.
This policy was distributed before participants signed the informed consent sheet before
beginning the training (Appendix 5). However, students were not informed of the numbers of
tests or when the tests took place. Therefore, students could reveal their true vocabulary learning.
Control Group: Material and Instruction
The control group used the traditional method, in which the teacher lead students to read
the words and the example sentences from the handout (Appendix 1). During this process, the
teacher asked students to create new sentences with the words that they had just learned. By this
method, students had a chance to learn how to use the words, for example: Apple [ p ] 蘋果; “An
apple a day keeps the doctor away.” The teacher used various traditional classroom teaching
techniques to encourage students to apply the new words learned by practicing them in sentences,
providing example words for synonyms or antonyms, or connecting the new words with pictures.
Students were given ten minutes of free time before the end of the class. This ten minutes of time
permitted students to practice and remember what they had just learned.
Experimental Group: Material and Instruction
Two classes were randomly selected as the experimental groups. The experimental group
students learned vocabulary by using a vocabulary software package published by the Zon Chin
Technology Co., LTD, called “TOEFL Lexis I.” (Jiang, 2003) The original purpose for this
software was to expand students’ vocabulary in a short time to meet the requirements of the
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TOEFL or other English examinations. These students had studied English for six years in their
junior high and senior high schools; therefore, the English level of the college students was
suitable to learn new vocabulary words.
This software was stored in a CD-ROM format to be installed in the computer before use.
It can be used in IBM-compatible computers with the Windows operating system. This software
was chosen because of its unique design features. The user needed to set up the following: how
many words to learn from the vocabulary database of 2,356 words and how fast to display the
words on the screen. The adjustments were user-friendly because each user may choose the best
display speed and number of words desired to meet his or her learning requirement. Due to
limited time, the goal was to learn 300 words. Students could decide which words to learn from
among 300 words in a particular session. The students were required to start learning by
alphabetical sequence from the 201st to the 500th word in order. Some students in Taiwan had
experience in remembering vocabulary words from the letter A; therefore, the 201st was
randomly chosen as the beginning learning word of the vocabulary software.
After selecting the settings, learners began to use the software program to learn
vocabulary. The training process took one class period. Normally, each class had one hour of
training time. The English words showed on the screen with their Chinese translations. For
example: “apple, 蘋果.” The first experiment group used the software learning program with the
English words and Chinese translations on the screen. The second experiment group utilized the
software learning program with English words and Chinese translations on the screen, and the
computer read the English word pronunciations simultaneously.
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The alphabetical word order displayed the words on the screen in sequence and showed
only one word at a time. The software simulated the learning effect of flash card vocabulary on a
computer. The learner could repeat the chosen words through the repeat display (Appendix 6).
After the learner felt that he or she had learned the vocabulary, he or she could choose the
finish button on the screen, and the software gave the learner a ten-question multiple choice quiz
to check vocabulary knowledge (Appendix 7). The quiz was originally designed to assist the
learner in avoiding boredom. It was not related to the post-tests administrated by this study. The
ten multiple choice questions were chosen randomly by the software from the words that the
student had just learned. After the quiz, the learner could get the results immediately. By this
process, learners can judge whether they are ready to move on to learn other new vocabulary. If
they do not get satisfactory results, they can repeat the vocabulary module. Through this
repetition process, the learners were able to learn in the way that they prefer.
Testing Instruments
There were three tests for all three groups: a pre-test, post-test 1, and post-test 2. The
researcher administered a 40-question multiple choice test. The researcher randomly chose forty
questions from the vocabulary content. All three tests’ content was the same to verify the result
of vocabulary acquisition. However, to avoid any memory effect of the same test questions, the
researcher randomly rearranged the same 40 questions for each testing period: pre-test, post-test
1, and post-test 2. The paper-based test took approximately 30 minutes to complete. The
retention test took place one week following the first post-test. Examples of the test question
were as follows:
1. Apple
A.

蘋果

B.

大象
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C.

動作

D.

聲音

To ensure its validity and reliability, the test was piloted to twelve students in December
2009 in the same university, revised, and then piloted again and revised accordingly. During the
revision process, the split-half reliability method was applied to examine the reliability of the test.
The split-half reliability method was chosen because it is a practical way to compare the internal
reliability of a test (Sproull, 2002). All the test questions were revised by three English
professors in the same university to double check the validity of the test. The researcher divided
the test into odd and even groups. Scores were obtained from the two halves and correlated. A
high correlation indicated that the two sets yield consistent information. The reliability
coefficient was 0.72, which is acceptable. Next, the Spearman-Brown formula was applied to
reevaluate the correlation (McDonald, 1999). As a result, the reliability coefficient was 0.84,
which validated the reliability of the test.
Procedures in the Research Study
Training
To apply traditional classroom teaching methods to the control group, the researcher
trained the teacher concerning the technique of the three tests and teaching methods for the
vocabulary materials. The same teacher was also trained to apply the multimedia software in
classroom vocabulary learning practice to the experiment groups.
All the participants were advised of the purpose of this experiment after they finished the
training. The experiment groups’ students received a one hour training course to familiarize them
with the design of the software and the operating procedure.
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Treatment
There were three groups in this experiment: the control group, the first treatment group,
and the second treatment group. The control group applied the traditional teaching method for
teaching students vocabulary in the classroom (method 1). The first treatment group applied the
software learning program with English words and Chinese translations on the screen (method 2).
The second treatment group applied the software learning program with English words and
Chinese translations on the screen, and the computer read the English word pronunciations, or
sound glosses (method 3). To avoid the computer’s noise level when pronouncing the word
causing interference with students’ learning in computer labs, all students in the second treatment
group used earphones. All three groups’ students had this training for four hours per week for
one month. The total training was 16 hours. Due to limited learning time, the goal of this
instruction was to learn 300 English words.
Pre-test and Post-tests
Prior to the treatment, a pre-test was administered during the first day of class in order to
get baseline data about the participants’ vocabulary. To check the results, two post-tests were
administered by the researcher. Post-test 1 was administered immediately following the
treatment. Post-test 2 was given after one week without further treatment. In both sections, the
same test items used for the pre-tests were applied. However, to avoid any memory effect of the
same test questions, the researcher randomly rearranged the same 40 questions. After the
experiment ended, the researcher asked the teacher to share the results with all the participants.
Data Analysis
This was a quasi-experimental design. Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was used to
test for significant difference in mean post-test test scores by teaching method when controlling
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the pre-test and for significant difference in mean retention test scores by teaching method when
controlling the pre-test. ANCOVA was chosen because it “remove[d] the influence of the pretest
on the posttest and basically answers the question: are the treatment effects different between
groups when applied to individuals with the same baseline pretest score?” (Bonate, 2000, p.91).
The level of significance was set at 0.05.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
Overview
This chapter presents the results of the study. The purpose of the study and a description
of the three different teaching methods are first restated. Data analyses of statistical tests for each
hypothesis are explained.
As established in Chapter I, the purpose of this quasi-experimental study was to
investigate the effect of CALL on de-contextualized vocabulary learning and retention for
college level students in Taiwan. There was one independent variable with three different levels.
The three levels were differentiated by different teaching methods: traditional classroom
teaching (method 1); multimedia software program with English and Chinese word glosses on
screen (method 2); and multimedia software program with English and Chinese word glosses on
screen and the English word pronunciation sound gloss (method 3). The dependent variables for
this research were two post-test scores. Post-test 1 evaluated the learning result while post-test 2
was the retention test. The covariate was the pre-test scores.
This chapter is organized according to the two different research hypotheses initially
discussed in Chapter I. The General Liner Model- Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) was
applied to test the two null hypotheses. SPSS was the statistical software applied to process the
data. This study tested the following two questions and hypotheses:
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Research question 1: Which of the three methods results in the highest amount of English
vocabulary learning by Taiwanese college level students?
Hypothesis 1: There is no significant difference in mean post-test one test scores by
teaching method (traditional classroom; software with English word and Chinese definition; and
software with English word, Chinese definition, and word pronunciation.) when controlling for
the pre-test.
Research question 2: Which of the three methods results in the best English vocabulary
retention by Taiwanese college level students?
Hypothesis 2: There is no significant difference in mean post-test two test scores by
teaching method when controlling for the pre-test.
The two major assumptions of ANCOVA were tested. The first assumption tested was
linearity between the covariates and the dependent variables. The second assumption tested was
possible interaction between the covariate and the independent variable- the homogeneity of
regression assumption (Rutherford, 2001).

Table 3: Results of ANCOVA for Vocabulary Test Post-test 1 Test Score Using Pre-test as the
Covariate
Type I Sum
Source
of Squares
df Mean Square
F
Sig.
Corrected Model
5344.64 3
1781.55
116.25
0.00
Intercept
139080.32 1
139080.32 9075.50
0.00
Covariate:
Pre-test
2562.89 1
2562.83
167.23
0.00
Between:
Method
2781.81 2
1390.90
90.76
0.00
Within:
Error
2314.05 151
15.33
Total
146739.00 155
Corrected Total
7658.68 154
Note. a. R Squared = .70 (Adjusted R Squared = .69)
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ANCOVA Test Results of Hypothesis 1
Test Two Major Assumptions of ANCOVA
The ANCOVA test results of linearity between the covariate (the pre-test score) and the
dependent variable (the post-test score) that appear in table 3 on page 42 indicated a pre-test F
statistic of F(3,151) =167.23, p=.05 (one-tailed) with an observed p=.00. The observed p was
less than alpha (α=.05); therefore, the test indicated that the assumption was true. The covariate,
vocabulary pre-test, linearly related to the dependent variable, vocabulary post-test 1.
Furthermore, the second major assumption of ANCOVA was tested. There was
homogeneity of regression between the covariate, vocabulary pre-test, and the independent
variables, the three different teaching methods. Levene’s test of equality of error variances was
chosen because it “tests whether the variances of the various data columns differ across groups”
(Cardinal & Aitken, 2006, p.134).
Table 4: Levene's Test of Equality of Error Variances for ANCOVA

F
1.65

df1
2

df2
152

Sig.
.20

Note. α=.05
Test the null hypothesis that the error variance of the dependent variable is equal across groups.
a. Design: Intercept + Pretest + Method
With significance (p=.20) >.05, the researcher concluded the error variance of the
dependent variable was equal across groups.
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Table 5: Analysis of Covariance for Vocabulary test of Covariate Linearity
Type III Sum
Source
of Squares
df
Mean Square
Corrected Model
5417.59 5
1083.52
Intercept
2340.82 1
2340.82
Between:
Method
434.35 2
217.18
Covariate:
Pre-test
1796.12 1
1796.12
Interaction:
Method*Pre-test
72.96 2
36.48
Within:
Error
2241.09 149
15.04
Total
146739.00 155
Corrected Total
7658.68 154
Note. a. R Squared = .71 (Adjusted R Squared = .70)

F
72.04
155.63

Sig.
0.00
0.00

Partial Eta
Squared
.71
.51

14.44

0.00

.16

119.42

0.01

.45

2.43

0.09

.03

Accordingly, to double check the second assumption of ANCOVA that there is
homogeneity of regression, the ANCOVA test of interaction between teaching method and
vocabulary pre-test that appear in Table 5 above indicated a F statistic of F(5,149) =2.43, p=.05
(one-tailed) with an observed p=.09. The observed p was greater than alpha (α=.05); therefore,
the test indicated that the assumption was true. There was homogeneity of regression. The lines
were parallel. There appeared to be no relationship between covariate, vocabulary pre-test and
the independent variable, three teaching methods. The graph appears in Figure 2 on page 45.
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Final ANCOVA Test Result
The final step was an ANCOVA test of the first null hypothesis of our study that there
was no significant difference in mean post-test test scores by teaching method when controlling
the pre-test. The ANCOVA summary of this statistical data can be found in Table 3 on page 42.
The F statistic for the independent variable, three different teaching methods, was
significant F(3,151) =90.76, p=.05 (one-tailed), with an observed p=.00. The observed p was less
than alpha (α=.05). Therefore, the test indicated that the first null hypothesis assumption was not
true when the covariate (vocabulary pre-test) was controlled for; there was statistically
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significant difference in mean post-test 1 scores by teaching method when controlling the pretest. Post hoc tests are needed. A post hoc test is “commonly preferred in studies with more than
two groups when the analysis indicates that the groups are significantly different” (Burns &
Grove, 2004, p.455). The Tukey HSD test was applied for the post hoc test because it is a modest
method (Morgan, Griego, & Gloeckner, 2001). The test results are listed in the following table:
Table 6: Post-hoc Test Table for Post-test 1
Significant difference between
Method 1 vs Method 2
Method 1 vs Method 3
Method 2 vs Method 3

Table 7 on page 46 and Figure 3 on page 47 reveal the learning results mean test score of
post-test 1. The results of the study indicated that both experimental groups, method 2 and
method 3 with the de-contextualized multimedia software teaching, had better learning results
than traditional classroom teaching, the control group. The study also revealed that the scores of
the class multimedia software program with English and Chinese word glosses on screen and the
English word pronunciation sound gloss (method 3) were higher than both the group with the
multimedia software program with English and Chinese word glosses on screen (method 2) and
the traditional classroom teaching group (method 1).

Table 7: Mean Test Score of Post-test 1
Dependent Variable:Post-test_1
95% Confidence Interval
Method
1
2
3

Mean

Std. Error

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

a

.57

25.11

27.37

a

.61

30.10

32.50

a

.59

33.31

35.65

26.24
31.30
34.48
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Table 8: Results of ANCOVA for Vocabulary Test Post-test 2 Test Score Using Pre-test as the
Covariate
Type I Sum
Source
of Squares
df
Mean Square
Corrected Model
5124.41 3
1708.14
Intercept
115325.93 1
115328.93
Covariate:
Pre-test
2770.79 1
2770.79
Between:
Method
2353.63 2
1176.81
Within:
Error
2454.66 151
16.26
Total
122908.00 155
Corrected Total
7579.07 154
Note. a. R Squared = .68 (Adjusted R Squared = .67)
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F
105.08
7094.54

Sig.
0.00
0.00

170.45

0.00

72.39

0.00

ANCOVA Test Results of Hypothesis 2
Test Two Major Assumptions of ANCOVA
The ANCOVA test results of linearity between the covariate (the pre-test score) and the
dependent variable (the post-test score) that appear in Table 8 above indicated a pre-test F
statistic of F(3,151) =170.45, p=.05 with an observed p=.00. The observed p was less than alpha
(α=.05); therefore, the test indicated that the assumption was true. The covariate, vocabulary pretest, was linearly related to the dependent variable, vocabulary post-test 2.
Furthermore, the second major assumption of ANCOVA was tested. There was
homogeneity of regression between the covariate, vocabulary pre-test and the independent
variable, three different teaching methods.

Table 9: Levene's Test of Equality of Error Variances

F
.07

df1
2

df2
152

Sig.
.93

Note. α=.05
Test the null hypothesis that the error variance of the dependent variable is equal across groups.
a. Design: Intercept + Pre-test + Method
With significance (p=.93) >.05, the researcher concluded the error variance of the
dependent variable was equal across groups.
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Table 10: Analysis of Covariance for Vocabulary test of Covariate Linearity
Type III Sum
Source
of Squares
df
Mean Square
Corrected Model
5171.60 5
1034.32
Intercept
1648.11 1
1648.11
Between:
Method
333.30 2
166.65
Covariate:
Pre-test
1780.85 1
1780.85
Interaction:
Method*Pre-test
47.19 2
23.60
Within:
Error
2407.47 149
16.16
Total
122908.00 155
Corrected Total
7579.07 154
Note. a. R Squared = .68 (Adjusted R Squared = .67)

F
64.02
102.00

Sig.
0.00
0.00

Partial Eta
Squared
.68
.41

10.31

0.00

.12

110.22

0.01

.43

1.46

.24

.02

Accordingly, to double check the second assumption of ANCOVA that there was
homogeneity of regression, the ANCOVA test of interaction between teaching method and
vocabulary pre-test that appears in Table 10 above indicated a F statistic of F(5,149) =1.46,
p=.05 (one-tailed) with an observed p=.24. The observed p was greater than alpha (α=.05);
therefore, the test indicated that the assumption was true, there was homogeneity of regression.
In other words, the lines were parallel. There appeared to be no relationship between covariate,
vocabulary pre-test and the independent variable, three teaching methods. The graph is shown in
Figure 4 below.
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Final ANCOVA test result
The final step was an ANCOVA test of the second null hypothesis of our study: that there
is no significant difference in mean retention test scores by teaching method when controlling the
pre-test. The ANCOVA summary of this statistical data can be found in Table 8 on page 47. The
F statistic for the independent variable, three different teaching methods, was significant F(3,151)
=72.39, p=.05 (one-tailed), with an observed p=.00. The observed p was less than alpha (α=.05);
therefore, the test indicated that the second null hypothesis was not true when the covariate
(vocabulary pretest) was controlled. There is statistically significant difference in mean
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retention-test test scores by teaching method when controlling the pre-test. Post hoc tests are
needed and listed in the following table:
Table 11: Post-hoc Test Table for Post-test 2
Significant difference between
Method 1 vs Method 2
Method 1 vs Method 3
Method 2 vs Method 3

Table 12 and Figure 5 on page 52 reveal the learning results mean test scores of post-test
2. The results of the study indicated that both experimental groups, using method 2 and method 3
with the de-contextualized multimedia software teaching, had better retention results than
traditional classroom teaching, the control group. The study also revealed that the scores of the
class multimedia software program with English and Chinese word glosses on screen and the
English word pronunciation sound gloss (method 3) were higher than both the group with
multimedia software program with English and Chinese word glosses on screen (method 2) and
the traditional classroom teaching group (method 1).
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Table 12: Mean Test Score of Post-test 2
Dependent Variable: Post-test 2
95% Confidence Interval
Method
1
2
3

Mean

Std. Error

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

a

.61

22.99

25.40

a

.60

28.61

30.99

a

.60

30.03

32.40

24.20
29.80
31.21

Note. a. Covariates appearing in the model are evaluated at the following values: Pre-test
= 15.28.
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CHAPTER V
Conclusion and Recommendations
This chapter presents conclusions related to the study. This chapter is divided into five
sections: summary of the study, discussion of results, conclusions, recommendations based on
findings, and recommendations for further study.
Summary of the Study
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of computer-assisted language
learning on de-contextualized vocabulary learning and retention for college level students in
Taiwan. There was one independent variable with three different levels. The three levels were
differentiated by different teaching methods: traditional classroom teaching; multimedia software
program with English and Chinese word glosses on screen; and multimedia software program
with English and Chinese word glosses on screen and the English word pronunciation sound
gloss. The dependent variables for this research were the two post-test scores. Post-test 1
evaluated the learning result while post-test 2 was the retention test. The covariate was the pretest scores.
This study tested the following two questions and hypotheses:
Research question 1: Which of the three methods results in the highest amount of English
vocabulary learning by Taiwanese college level students?
Hypothesis 1: There is no significant difference in mean post-test one test scores by
teaching method (traditional classroom; software with English word and Chinese definition; and
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software with English word, Chinese definition, and word pronunciation). when controlling for
the pre-test.
Research question 2: Which of the three methods results in the best English vocabulary
retention by Taiwanese college level students?
Hypothesis 2: There is no significant difference in mean post-test two test scores by
teaching method when controlling for the pre-test.
This study included a literature review for the following topics: understanding the
theoretical viewpoints, vocabulary learning, and effectiveness of technology multimedia
vocabulary learning program. Comparing three groups gave the researcher an opportunity to
investigate whether the differences among the three different groups were different in the
learning results.
One hundred and fifty-five participants completed this experiment. Participants were
college freshmen students enrolled in one university in central Taiwan. The control group class
was taught in a regular classroom. The experimental groups were taught in a computer laboratory.
The goal of this instruction was to learn 300 English words. There were three tests for all three
groups: pre-test, post-test 1, and post-test 2. The researcher administered 40-question multiple
choice tests based upon the 300 words. The second post-test took place one week following the
first post-test. Upon analyzing the data, recommendations were developed.
Discussion of Results
The findings for this research revealed that vocabulary learning and retention results were
significantly related to the different teaching methods.
Two hypotheses were examined in this study. The following paragraphs provide the
discussion of the findings based on each hypothesis.
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The first hypothesis examined which of the three methods resulted in the highest amount
of English vocabulary learning by the sample of Taiwanese college students. The ANCOVA
summary of this statistical data showed that the F statistic for the independent variable, three
different teaching methods, was significant F(2,151) =90.76, p=.05 (one-tailed), with an
observed p=.00. The observed p was less than alpha (α=.05); therefore, the test indicated that the
first null hypothesis assumption was not true when the covariate (vocabulary pre-test) was
controlled- there was statistically significant difference in mean post-test scores by teaching
method when controlling the pre-test.
The results of the study indicated that the multimedia software group had better learning
results than traditional classroom teaching. This finding reaffirmed many former studies (Coady
& Tozcu, 2004; Davis & Lyman-Hager, 1997; Jenks & Tsai, 2007). The study also revealed that
the class multimedia software program with English and Chinese word glosses on screen and the
English word pronunciation sound gloss (method 3) had higher scores than the group with
multimedia software program with English and Chinese word glosses on screen (method 2) and
the traditional classroom teaching group (method 1).
The second hypothesis examined which of the three methods resulted in the best English
vocabulary retention by the sample of Taiwanese college students. The ANCOVA summary of
this statistical data revealed that the F statistic for the independent variable, three different
teaching methods, was significant F(2,151) =72.39, p=.05 (one-tailed), with an observed p=.00.
The observed p was less than alpha (α=.05); therefore, the test indicated that the second null
hypothesis assumption was not true when the covariate (vocabulary pre-test) was controlled.
There was statistically significant difference in mean retention-test scores by teaching method
when controlling for the pre-test.
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The results of the study indicated that the multimedia software classes had better
retention results than traditional classroom teaching. The study also revealed that the group with
the multimedia software program with English and Chinese word glosses on screen and the
English word pronunciation sound gloss (method 3) scored higher than the group with
multimedia software program with English and Chinese word glosses on screen (method 2) and
the traditional classroom teaching group (method 1).
Recommendations Based on Findings
The following are recommendations based on the findings from this research:
(1) This de-contextualized multimedia vocabulary learning software program can help
Taiwanese college-level students’ vocabulary learning and retention results.
According to Tomlinson (2004), there are three incorrect arguments against decontextualized learning, or deliberate learning: the vocabulary knowledge teaching is
limited, the learning result is inadequate, and the future application of learned
vocabulary is restricted to learners. From the finding of our study, this decontextualized multimedia vocabulary learning software program produced better
learning and retention results than traditional classroom teaching. English teachers in
Taiwan should attempt to apply this teaching method to help in schools.
(2) This de-contextualized multimedia vocabulary learning software program with
English and Chinese word glosses on screen and the English word pronunciation
sound gloss (method 3) had better learning results than the group with the multimedia
software program with English and Chinese word glosses on screen (method 2) and
the traditional classroom teaching group (method 1). This result affirmed that the
sound gloss can help for Taiwanese college-level students’ vocabulary learning and
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retention result. English teachers in Taiwan should attempt to apply this teaching
method to help in schools.
(3) Word and audio gloss input being applied simultaneously caused a contradiction
channel definition between “the cognitive theory of multimedia model” and “the dual
coding theory.” The cognitive theory of multimedia model explains the input signal
as two separate channel inputs and should improve the learning result. However, the
dual coding theory explains that the word and audio gloss input will be interpreted to
share the same verbal channel, causing a decrease of the learning effect. This
research’s findings supported the channel definition of the cognitive theory of
multimedia model because the learning result has been improved when word and
audio gloss input was applied simultaneously.
Recommendations for Further Study
The following is a list of recommendations for further research regarding the decontextualized multimedia vocabulary learning software program.
(1) Additional studies need to be conducted concerning different age groups.
(2) Future research needs to be conducted concerning gender groups.
(3) More studies need to be conducted concerning different multimedia display design.
For example: random-sequence word input may be a new avenue of investigation.
(4) Additional research needs to be conducted concerning different second and first
language groups. For example, similar research can be conducted in a different
country or with the second language Chinese learner in the US. More studies need to
be conducted to support the channel input contradiction explanation between “the
cognitive theory of multimedia model” and “the dual coding theory.”
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(5) Additional studies need to be conducted concerning longer retention. For example,
post-test 2 can be six months after post-test 1.
(6) Further studies need to be conducted concerning learning more vocabulary words. For
example, 5000 vocabulary words would be the next step.
(7) More studies need to be conducted concerning the application of listening
comprehension, speaking, reading, and writing abilities after the de-contextualized
multimedia vocabulary learning software program has been applied to students.
(8) Additional research need to be conducted concerning different classroom teaching
techniques. The learners’ learning results could be dissimilar by different teacher or
teaching methods.
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